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The Faces and Feelings ofWMU has been put together in two

volumes, to show the direction yearbooks in general are heading.
Eventually, manyfeel, group pictures and portraits will be
omitted, thus making the books primarilyfeatures. We took a
step in this direction, but instead of omitting them, we merely
separated themfrom the photo-essay of the first volume.



The university reaches out. . .









. . . drawing together manyfaces. . .
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. . . andfeelings. . .
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. . . toform a society .
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Yet each person

Remains an individual,

And each is reaching

For his ownfulfillment

In his own way.
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Wesley Foundation
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"Aim at the sun

and you may not reach it;

but your arrow willfly

far higher than

if aimed at an object

on a level

with yourself."

Joel Hawes
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As winter changes into spring,

we question ourselves . . .

Middle photo by Norman K. Russell first
appeared as a cover photo for The
Bridge, an Orientation publication edited

by John J. Hohmann.
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through interaction and conflict.
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Everyone questions differently.
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But in the end people move back within themselves,

and apathy prevails.
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The accumulation

of one set of

goals only to

begin again.



Apollo's XIII Astronauts Swigert, Lovell,

and Haise with President Miller at sum
mer graduation.
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The shortest days of our lives . . .
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lead into the most hectic.
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Panhellenic street dance reachesfor

campus unity.
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Other people,

other ways.
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Con-for-mi-ty vv 1: adapt oneself to; be regular; follow,

go by or observe the rules.'
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Everyfall the cycle begins anew.
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At least talk to each other.

To communicate

is the beginning of understanding.

(Greek Rush)
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Alpha Kappa Psi Career Day
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Reaching toward the object of education

—ajob—today, anyjob.
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Parents Day brings

together

a diversity of ages.
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White soul

University Dancers
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Black soul

The Temptations
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Sign of the Times" begins with a re-evaluation of Homecoming
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1970 Homecoming Court: Dareather Greer; Cherie Jacobs; Barb Kurth, Queen; Sharon Leavens; and Esther Shen.
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And the realization by many that moments

of enjoyment and relaxation are toofew.
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Mitch Rider and the "Promise" at the second annual rock festival.
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Comedian David Frye
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Pop singer Richie Havens



Beauty is more than a prettyface, it is

the person behind it that is beautiful.

1969 Homecoming Queen Mrs. Sharon Duffy Scherr
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1970 Homecoming Queen Barb Kurth
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Below: the Grand Marshall Miss Diane DelPizzo presents the outstanding
float award.



Siblings arrive for Halloween; Little Bro and Sis Weekend.
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Halloween Carnival sponsored by AWS.
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And the traditions are

maintained.
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Kids and Us
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Students reach out

beyond the campus

to become involved,

Ballot counting at the Kalanuizoo County Clerk's Office.
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Registration
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Thefootball season ends . . .
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With a dedication to

Dads . . .
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The Varsity Vagabonds
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And a performance by

The Lettermen.
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There is no better service to humanity than to promote

understanding among different peoples of the world.
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International Week
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The basisfor understanding

begins with reaching out

toward those around us

through socialization . . .

Dialogue Room
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Focus
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Through communication of ideas . . .

Faculty Senate
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Associated Student Government
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And through opposition and

awareness—verbal and non-verbal.
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dairy <issocfat

V@TER PLEDGED AGAINST VII
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BUTTER ANOTHER FAMILY

FOR PEACE

vflll'RE THE SouP
To WATER POHU

PUBLIC FUNDS
FOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS ONLY
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The New Zealand

Band and the Maori

Dancers.
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Al Hirt
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'Man of La Mancha—

probably one of the best

things which ever happen

ed to Shaw."
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'The distinguishingfactor

separating the Troupefrom other

vocal radicals was their humorous

presentation."

***
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James Turner Black Fashion Show
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The Supremes
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Behavior which appears superficially correct but is

intrinsically corrupt always irritates those who see

the T dames Bryant Conant)

Jane Fonda
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/ am the enemy you killed, myfriend-

Benjamin Britten s War Requiem
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The environment of the media demands

participation and involvement.

Departure
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Intramural sports

bring together a

diversity of people.
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Dealing with brute nature.
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What we know here is

very little, but what

we are ignorant of is

immense.

(Marquis Pierre Simon de Laplace)
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Women . . . reaching out

. . . for recognition . . .

participation . . . relaxation

. . . individualism . . .

solitude. . .
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I mean to make

myself a man, and if

I succeed in that, I

shall succeed in

everything else.

(James Abraham Garfield)
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Manyfree moments

are spent competing

against nature.
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Greeks unitefor enjoyment. . .
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Sigma Chi Derby Day
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And involvement.

Campus Blood Drive
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Nothing can be so great as a group ofpeople

influencing each other towards a single goal.
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Newforms ofan old "institution.
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The Venus "Hair
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Company communicates to other human beings.
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Another year has passed at Western . . .



. while we have been trying

to reach our personal goals.
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The "outside" world

has been pursuing

its own ends.

To which "world"

should we, as students,

devote ourselves?
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We wanted to save ourselves time,. . .
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. . . but have we merely exceeded our needs?
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Nature, itself is reachingfor survival. . .
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get a

haircut
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. . . As wefill this world with refuse,



and strangle nature.
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"It is within each of us

that the Peace of the

world is cast. . .

Suenens

That
cMen

cMay

LIVE



Draft Counselor
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Ambition has but one

rewardfor all:

A little power, a little

transientfame,

A grave to rest in and

afading name!'

William Winter
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It is no longer possiblefor anyone to

turn their back on another human being.

IR
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Where does reality lie?
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What will be leftfor them?
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